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The State Bar of California
COST ALLOCATION PLAN REVIEW
REPORT PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to review the State Bar’s current Cost Allocation Plan,
which includes the following tasks:


Assessing the reasonableness of the existing cost allocation methodology in spreading
“overhead” administrative costs among the programs that benefit from such costs.



Analyzing cost and allocation base data sources.



Reviewing the current model for allocation methodology.



Recommending changes as appropriate.

As reflected above, the workscope for this review includes an assessment of the current
methodology and recommended changes, if any. It does not include actually making
revisions to the Cost Allocation Plan or otherwise implementing any of the recommended
changes: that would be a separate step following decisions to adopt some or all of the
report’s recommendations.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Short Story. As detailed later in this report, there are ten key findings and
recommendations:


Technically Sound Methodology. The methodology for preparing the State Bar
indirect cost allocations is technically sound and documented via an extensive Excel
spreadsheet. It is based on a model initially developed in 1999 by Deloitte & Touche
(now Deloitte, currently one of the “Big Four” accounting firms) and updated in
2001. The State Bar has made some changes to the model since then. As discussed
below, in some cases those changes should remain in place; and in others, the State
Bar should go “back to the future” and reinstate the 2001 approach.
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Not All Indirect Costs Allocated. The current model does not allocate all indirect
costs. While this is consistent with the 2001 methodology, all indirect costs should be
allocated in achieving the goal of cost allocation plans of identifying the total cost of
delivering services. However, as discussed in a separate finding regarding cost
recovery policies, after determining total program costs, the State Bar has the
discretionary option (subject to statutory limitations) of not requiring full cost
recovery.



Limited Allocation Bases. As described later in this report, the State Bar currently
uses a limited number of allocation bases. While this could be expanded, it would
require additional work in developing the costs and data bases, for which there may
not be commensurate value in significantly improving indirect cost allocations.
Accordingly, no additional allocation bases are recommended.



Allocation Level: Too Many Cost Centers. The model allocates indirect cost to 118
cost centers. This is a change from the 2001 update, which recommended allocating
indirect costs to nineteen major programs (primarily based on departments/funds). In
discussions with State Bar staff, there are no readily identifiable benefits to allocating
indirect costs to such a detailed level. On the other hand, doing so makes the results
more complicated and less intuitively understandable. Accordingly, the State Bar
should return to allocating indirect costs to major programs areas based on
departments/funds.



One-Step versus Sequential Allocation Process. In performing the indirect cost
allocations, the current approach only allocates indirect costs to direct cost programs
rather than using a more complex sequential allocation system. Although there are
some conceptual difficulties with this “one-step” process, the difference in the end
result is insignificant, but the cost of preparation and review is significantly reduced.
For example, the cost of the Finance program is allocated solely to direct cost
programs based on their operating costs. However, as the Finance program also
benefits other indirect cost programs such as the Executive Director’s office, General
Counsel and Human Resources (and in fact Finance itself: they all receive payroll
checks), the cost allocations could appear to be distorted since no allocations are
made to them.
Under a more sophisticated sequential system, the cost of the Finance program would
be allocated to the other indirect costs programs (as well as the direct cost ones) and
iterative allocations then made to direct cost programs until all indirect costs are
distributed. However, this process is extremely time consuming (and places far more
reliance on the underlying significance of the allocation bases than may be
appropriate) and results in the same basic cost allocations as the simpler method since
all indirect costs are allocated in the final product.
Accordingly, while the 2001 Deloitte report recommends the more complex,
sequential approach, the State Bar should continue using the simpler, “one-step”
approach. It is a more transparent methodology and easier to prepare; and as
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discussed below, the cost allocation plan’s goal is a reasonable allocation of costs, not
a “perfect” one.


Timing: Monthly Preparation and Posting Unusual. The State Bar prepares and
posts indirect allocations monthly. This is unusual. Most public agencies prepare an
annual cost allocation plan as a freestanding policy document based on the adopted
budget. As discussed later in this report, this serves three purposes: treats the
allocation of resources as a policy matter; provides transparency in how allocations
are determined; and improves predictability. Where significant variances between
budget and actual are likely, this can be accounted for via annual true-ups that are
reflected in the following year’s cost allocation plan.
Annual preparation and true-up is the recommended approach in the 2001 Deloitte
report. The State Bar should return to annual preparation of the Cost Allocation Plan;
and it should be published as a separate policy document that describes its purpose,
methodology, key assumptions, any significant changes in methodology from the
prior year and results at a summary and detailed level.



Technical Versus Policy Document. The current Cost Allocation Plan is a large
spreadsheet that requires 11x17 paper to print-out (in very small print); has no
narrative regarding assumptions; and has deeply imbedded formulas that make
following the allocations difficult. While this works as a technical document that
only has to be understandable to the staff preparers, it does not work well as a policy
document.
The Cost Allocation Plan makes significant resource allocations whose purpose and
methodology should be clear and understandable to governing bodies, senior
managers, program managers and others affected by the allocations (“stakeholders”)
as well as Finance staff. Accordingly, as noted above, the State Bar should prepare
the Cost Allocation Plan as a separate policy document.



Capital Projects and Debt Service. As discussed below, cost allocation plans
typically focus on direct and indirect operating costs; and exclude from the direct cost
base capital project and debt service expenditures. Accordingly, decisions regarding
funding capital projects and indirect cost debt service obligations should be made on
a case-by-case basis depending on circumstances at the time when capital projects
and debt service are approved. This has generally been the State Bar’s past practice
and no changes are recommended.



Plan Approval. As a “technical document” that closely follows the 2001 Deloitte
report recommendations (albeit with modifications since then), the Cost Allocation
Plan is currently approved and implemented by Finance staff. However, assuming it
is prepared annually as a freestanding policy document, it should be formally
approved by the Board of Trustees.
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Cost Recovery Policy. While the Cost Allocation Plan identifies total program costs,
setting rates and fees at levels that fully recover these costs is a policy decision. Full
cost recovery where possible may be implicit. However, in accordance with “best
practices” (and subject to any statutory limitations), the Board should formally adopt
a cost recovery policy that sets forth programs where it expects full cost recovery; and
for any programs where full cost recovery is not expected, the reason for this and the
cost recovery goal.

COST ALLOCATION PLAN CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES
The following provides background information on cost allocation plan concepts and
principles along with an overview of the State Bar’s practices regarding them.
Purpose of Cost Allocation Plans
The purpose of cost allocation plans is to identify the total costs of providing specific
services. Why is a separate cost accounting analysis required to do this? Because in
almost all organizations—whether in the private or the public sector—the cost of
producing goods or delivering services can be classified into two basic categories: direct
and indirect costs. “Direct costs” by their nature are usually easy to identify and relate to
a specific service. However, this is not the case for “indirect costs.” As such, if we want
to know the “total cost” of providing a specific service, then we need to develop an
approach—a plan—for reasonably allocating indirect costs to direct cost programs.
What Are Direct and Indirect Costs? Direct costs are those that can be specifically
identified with a particular cost objective. For the State Bar, this includes services such
as Admissions, Client Security, Education, Lawyer Assistance and Legal Services.
On the other hand, indirect costs are not readily identifiable with a specific direct
operating program, but rather, are incurred for a joint purpose that benefits more than one
cost objective. Common examples of indirect costs include finance, human resources,
information technology, insurance and building maintenance. Although indirect costs are
generally not readily identifiable with direct cost programs, their cost should be included
if we want to know the total cost of delivering specific services.
Budgeting and Accounting for Indirect Costs. Theoretically, all indirect costs could be
directly charged to specific cost objectives; however, practical difficulties generally
preclude such an approach for organizational and accounting reasons. As such, almost all
organizations, whether in the private or public sector, separately budget and account for
direct and indirect costs at some level depending on their financial reporting needs and
the complexity of their operations.
Distributing Indirect Costs. However, in order to determine the total cost of delivering
specific services, some methodology for determining and distributing indirect costs must
be developed, and that is the purpose of cost allocation plans: to identify indirect costs
and to allocate them to benefiting direct cost programs in a logical, consistent and
reasonable manner.
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Plan Goal: Reasonable Allocation of Costs
It is important to stress that the goal of cost allocation plans is a reasonable allocation of
indirect costs, not a “perfect” one. By their very nature, indirect costs are difficult to link
with direct costs. As such, in developing an allocation approach, it is important to keep
this goal in mind balancing the cost and effort of complicated allocation methods with the
likely benefits from the end results.
Essential Features. Effective cost allocation plans have two key components: technical
and policy.


Technical: Indirect cost allocations should be logical, reasonable and consistent.



Policy: Indirect cost allocations should be clear, transparent, understandable and
reasonably predictable.

As discussed below, the State Bar’s current Cost Allocation Plan meets the “technical”
criteria; however, this report recommends improvements in meeting the “policy” criteria.
Determining Direct and Indirect Costs
The first step in preparing cost allocation plans is determining direct and indirect costs.
For the State Bar, program costs that primarily provide services to members or the public
should be identified as direct costs, whereas the cost of programs that primarily provide
services to the organization should be identified as indirect costs. Typically, only
operating costs are considered in preparing cost allocation plans. As such, capital outlay,
debt service costs related to direct cost programs, interfund transfers, offsetting rental
income related to space costs and “pass-through” costs should be excluded from the
calculations.
Allocating Indirect Costs
Organization-Wide Indirect Cost Rate. For general purposes (and smaller agencies in
both the private and public sectors), the organization-wide indirect cost rate can be used
as the basis for allocating indirect costs. The indirect cost rate is simply the ratio between
indirect and direct costs, which can be easily computed for the organization as a whole
once the direct and indirect cost base has been determined. Provided in Table 1 below is a
sample of direct and indirect costs for the State Bar based on the 2016 Budget along with
the resulting organization-wide indirect cost rate.
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Table 1. State Bar Direct and Indirect Cost Sample
DIRECT COSTS *

INDIRECT COSTS *

Admissions

19,504 Executive Director

3,419

Chief Trial Counsel

32,081 Finance

5,213

Probation
Client Security Fund
Mandatory Fee Arbitration

985 Budget & Performance Analysis
7,262 General Counsel
782 Human Resources

856
5,107
2,237

State Bar Court

7,858 Information Technology

6,518

Member Records & Compliance
Professional Competence

2,642 General Services

7,342

1,936 Communications

1,746

Education

9,766 Non-Departmental

5,930

Diversity & Bar Relations
Lawyer Assistance Program
Legal Services

744
1,410
28,084

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

$113,054 TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS

Total Costs

$151,422

$38,368
* In Thousands

Indirect Cost Rate

33.9%

By applying the overall indirect cost rate to any specific direct cost program, the total
cost of the program can be determined. For example, with a sample overall indirect cost
rate of 33.9%, the total cost for a direct program cost of $100,000 in the State Bar would
be $133,900.
Bases of Allocation. Using the “organization-wide” rate for indirect cost allocations
assumes that all indirect costs are incurred proportionately to the direct cost of the
program. However, this may not be a reasonable assumption in all cases, as the benefit
received from certain types of support service programs may be more closely related to
another indicator of activity than cost.
For example, if a program service is primarily delivered through contract and does not
have any staffing directly associated with it, distributing human resources costs to it may
result in an inequitable allocation of costs. Because of this, separate bases for allocating
major indirect cost areas are used by many agencies. Common allocation bases include:





Full-time equivalent employees for human resources and payroll
Assigned space for building maintenance and utilities
Assigned computers for information technology
Operating costs for accounting

In accordance with “best practices,” the State Bar’s Cost Allocation Plan establishes
separate bases of allocation for each major indirect cost category. With this approach,
indirect costs can be allocated to each direct cost program in a fair, convenient, logical
and consistent manner. The State Bar’s bases of allocation are discussed in more detail
later in this report.
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One-Step vs Sequential Allocation of Indirect Costs
There are two approaches in allocating indirect costs when using allocation bases:


“One-step” allocation under which indirect costs are allocated solely to direct cost
programs.



More complex sequential allocation system under which indirect costs are first
allocated to both indirect and direct costs programs; and then iterative allocations are
made to direct cost programs until all indirect costs are distributed.

Although there are some conceptual difficulties with the “one-step” approach, the
difference in the end result is insignificant, but the cost of preparation, review and audit is
significantly reduced. As discussed below, the State Bar uses a “one-step” approach in
preparing its Cost Allocation Plan and should continue using this approach.
Cost Allocation Plan Uses
By identifying total program costs, cost allocation plans can be used as an analytical tool
in many financial decision-making situations, including:


Reimbursement Transfers. Cost allocation plans identify the costs incurred by the
General Fund in providing administrative support services to the agency’s other
funds. For example, although administrative, legal services, accounting, human
resources and building maintenance programs are commonly budgeted and accounted
for in the General Fund, these programs provide support services to other funds. Cost
allocation plans provide a clear methodology for determining this level of support to
the various funds. Allocating indirect costs between funds is a major use of the State
Bar’s Cost Allocation Plan.



User Charges and Labor Rates. Cost allocation plans can also be used in setting
service charges (such as disciplinary proceeding cost recovery) and other “time
materials” cost recovery by ensuring that the full cost of services – direct and indirect
– are considered in setting rates.



Contracting-Out for Services. By identifying total costs, cost allocation plans can
also be helpful in analyzing the costs of contracting for services versus performing
services in-house.



Grant Administration. Under federal cost accounting policies (Circular A-87), it is
permissible to include indirect costs in accounting for grant programs. By
establishing indirect cost rates, cost allocation plans can be used in recovering the
total costs (direct and indirect) associated with implementing grant programs. While
this may not be a significant use by many agencies, the indirect cost allocation
principles set forth by the federal government have become the standard for preparing
state and local government cost allocation plans.
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Plan Preparation
For virtually all government agencies, frequent updating (such as monthly or quarterly)
of their cost allocation plans would not serve any specific purpose—such as unit price
control in a manufacturing company. However, it would consume significant accounting
resources. As such, most local agencies prepared their cost allocation plans on annual
basis based on the adopted budget (or biennially if they prepare two-year budgets). This
approach works well when significant variances are not expected between budget and
actual. However, where large variances are possible, then at the end of the fiscal year,
many agencies prepare a “true-up” based on actual costs. Any variances (either over or
under cost allocation plan amounts) are applied to the following year’s cost allocation
plan.
As discussed below, the State Bar currently prepares and posts indirect cost allocations
monthly. Instead, the State Bar should prepare the Cost Allocation Plan annually as a
freestanding policy document, with an annual true-up in the following year.
Summary
Cost allocation plans make determining total program costs possible by establishing a
reasonable methodology for identifying and allocating indirect costs to direct cost
programs. Because of this, cost allocation plans can be a valuable analytical tool in a
number of situations, including establishing fees designed for full cost recovery,
allocating support service costs to all funds and recovering indirect costs associated with
grant programs.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following findings and recommendations are based on:


Detailed reviews of the current Cost Allocation Methodology and spreadsheet
calculations.



2001 report prepared by Deloitte & Touche.



Reviews of other policy documents, including the 2016 Budget.



“Kick-off briefings” with Section representatives, senior managers, other stakeholders
and Finance staff.



Follow-up interviews and discussions with State Bar staff.

 Technically Sound Methodology. The methodology for preparing the State Bar
indirect cost allocations is technically sound and documented via an extensive Excel
spreadsheet. It is based on a model initially developed in 1999 by Deloitte & Touche
(now Deloitte, currently one of the “Big Four” accounting firms) and updated in 2001.
(This report, which was prepared in November 2001 and presented to the Board and
Planning, Program Development and Budget Committee in January 2002, is provided in
Appendix A).
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Since then, the State Bar has made some changes to the 2001 model. While several of
these are discussed in greater detail below with individual findings and recommendations,
Table 2 below summarizes key assumptions where the State Bar’s current practices are
different than those recommended in 2001, along with my recommendations as to
whether the State Bar should continue with its current practice, return to the
recommendations in the 2001 report or do something else.
Table 2. Summary of Assumptions: 2001 Deloitte Report, Current Practice and Recommendation

2001 Deloitte Report

Current State Bar Practice

Recommendation

Allocate only portions of
some indirect costs

Allocate only portions of
some indirect costs

Allocate all indirect costs

Treat some
Communications costs as
indirect costs, allocated
based on time records

Treat some
Communications costs as
indirect costs (currently
7%), allocated based on
operating costs

Consider all
Communications costs as
direct costs

Separately allocate Board
and Appointment indirect
costs

Separately allocate Board,
Appointment and Elections
indirect costs

Do not separately allocate
these costs (very small
component of indirect costs
does not warrant added
work)

Allocate Executive
Director and General
Counsel based on time
records

Allocate Executive
Continue current practice
Director and General
Counsel based on operating
costs

Allocate Finance payroll
costs based on full-time
equivalent employees

Allocate all Finance costs
based on operating costs

Continue current practice
(Finance payroll costs are
minor part of total Finance
costs and do not warrant
added work)

Allocate indirect costs via
sequential process

Allocate indirect costs via
one-step process

Continue current practice
(One-step allocation
provides similar results
with greater transparency
and reduced effort)

Allocate indirect costs to
major program areas (19
proposed in 2001 report),
not to cost centers

Allocate indirect costs to
118 cost centers

Return to 2001 Report
recommended approach:
allocate indirect costs to
major program areas (fund
level, perhaps at the
Department level in the
General Fund)
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2001 Deloitte Report

Prepare Cost Allocation
Plan annually, with true-up
in the following year

Current State Bar Practice

No formal plan
preparation; allocate
indirect costs monthly

Recommendation

Return to 2001 Report
recommended approach:
prepare formal cost
allocation plan annually,
with Board approval and
true-up in the following
year

 Not All Indirect Costs Allocated. The current model does not allocate all indirect
costs. In three cases – allocating only 50% of Executive Director, 25% of Board and a
portion of Communication costs – this is consistent with the recommendations of the
2001 Deloitte report.
However, the 2001 Deloitte report provides very lean justification for allocating only a
portion of these costs. For example, in the case of the Executive Director, the report says
that: “Considering only a portion of the Executive Director as an Administrative Cost
Pool is consistent with the federal and state guidelines for Cost Allocation Plans.” While
this may be the case as a discretionary reduction in indirect costs that will be recovered
by from federal or state grant programs, it is not required under federal or state grant
guidelines. Moreover, there is no justification for excluding 50% of the cost, versus 25%,
33% or 75%.
Setting aside this methodological issue, as reflected below in Table 3, the current practice
is to exclude significant portions of other indirect costs as well:
Table 3: Indirect Cost Allocation Portions
Indirect Cost Program
Percent

Executive Director
Appointments
Board of Directors
Deputy Director (COO)
Elections
Communications

50%
50%
25%
25%
25%
7%

Recommendation. Unless there is a compelling methodological reason for doing
otherwise, all indirect costs should be allocated in the Cost Allocation Plan in achieving
the goal of identifying the total cost of delivering services. An example of where
exclusion might make sense is where the Executive Director’s office provides direct
oversight and supervision to direct programs. In that case, this cost should be allocated
directly to the direct cost program, not excluded from the indirect cost allocations.
However, as discussed in a separate finding regarding cost recovery policies, after
determining total program costs, the State Bar has the discretionary option (subject to any
statutory limitations) of not requiring full cost recovery.
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 Limited Allocation Bases. As summarized below, the State Bar currently uses a
limited number (six) of allocation bases.
Table 4. Current Indirect Cost Allocation Bases
Allocation Bases
Indirect Cost Program

Revenues
Full-Time Equivalent
Staffing (FTE's)
Attorney FTE's
Assigned Space

Number of Appointments
Operating Costs

Member Fee Billings
Human Resources
General Counsel
Information Technology
Library
Building Maintenance
Utilities
LA Facility Debt Service
Appointments
Board
Elections
Communications
Executive Director
Finance

Some of these indirect cost allocation bases lend themselves to an easily justified, rational
approach of distribution. For example, human resources are related to the number of
employees serviced; and building maintenance and utility costs are related to the amount
of space occupied. Other costs may not be as intuitive; however, the allocation bases are
consistent with industry “best practices”
Sections Indirect Cost Allocations
and recognize the concept that the cost of
developing the information necessary to
As recommended in the 2001 Deloitte
perform the cost allocations should not
report, indirect costs are allocated to the
Sections Fund as a major cost center.
exceed the benefits likely to be gained.
The resulting indirect cost allocations
are then allocated between Sections
based on the number of members in
each Section.

Where there is not a clear relationship to
an allocation base (like staffing or
assigned space), allocating indirect costs
based on direct program operating costs is
the common industry practice, and as such, this approach is used by the State Bar.
These allocation bases could be expanded. For example:
Table 5. Possible Allocation Bases

Indirect Cost Programs

Possible Allocation Bases

Board/Committees
Payroll
Purchasing
Telecommunications
Information Technology

Agenda Items
FTE's
Purchase Orders
Assigned Telephones
Assigned Computers
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However, this would require additional work in developing the costs and data bases, for
which it is unlikely that there will be commensurate value in significantly improving
indirect cost allocations.
Moreover, in a predominately office environment like the State Bar, there is likely to be a
very close relationship between services like telecommunications and information
technology with FTE’s. On the other hand, there may not be commensurate value in
separately allocating Board, Appointment and Election Costs.
Recommendations. As noted above, the goal in allocating indirect costs is “reasonable,”
not perfect. This means balancing added work effort and understandability with more
detail and complexity in trying to achieve a “better” allocation of indirect costs. Based
on this, it is recommended that the State Bar retain its current bases of allocation, with
two exceptions where the bases should be reduced:


Board, Appointment and Election costs should no longer be broken out as separate
indirect cost areas from the Executive Director’s office. This will improve
transparency and reduce preparation costs with no significant impact on results. For
example, in the case of Board and Election costs, these are already allocated on the
same basis as the Executive Director’s office (operating costs); and Appointment
costs are very minor, representing only 0.5% of all indirect costs allocated in 2014.



All Communications costs should be considered as direct costs. This follows the
concept discussed above that program costs that primarily provide services to
members or the public should be identified as direct costs. This appears to be the
case for all Communications costs.
The 2001 Deloitte report recommended considering some Communications costs as
indirect since they “support various program activities, specifically the management
of the State Bar Web page on the Internet.” Since the purpose of the State Bar’s web
site is to provide information to members and the public, it is not clear why the report
viewed this function as different from other Communications functions.
The 2001 Deloitte report also recommended that this cost be identified and “allocated
based on time records.” However, the current practice is to consider 7% of
Communications costs as indirect and to allocate them based on operating costs (other
than history, there is no documentation for the percentage or the allocation basis). In
short, making this change will result in a closer alignment with the underlying
foundation for determining direct versus indirect costs, greater consistency in
allocating costs and improved understandability and transparency.

This will result in the following ten indirect cost program areas and related bases of
allocation:
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Table 6. Recommended Indirect Cost Programs and Allocation Bases

Allocation Bases

Revenues
Full-Time Equivalent
Staffing (FTE's)
Attorney FTE's
Assigned Space

Operating Costs

Indirect Cost Program

Member Fee Billings
Human Resources
General Counsel
Information Technology
Library
Building Maintenance
Utilities
LA Facility Debt Service
Executive Director
Finance

 Allocation Level: Too Many Cost Centers. The current model allocates indirect
costs to 118 cost centers. This is a change from the 2001 Deloitte report, which
recommended allocating indirect costs to nineteen major programs (primarily based on
departments/funds). In discussions with State Bar staff, there are no readily identifiable
benefits to allocating indirect costs to such a detailed level. On the other hand, doing so
makes the results more complicated and less intuitively understandable.
Recommendation. The State Bar should return to allocating indirect costs to major
programs areas based on departments/funds. This will reduce preparation efforts while
improving understandability and transparency. Similar to those in the 2001 Deloitte
report, suggested “major program areas” are:
General Fund (See Discussion Below)





Chief Trial Counsel
State Bar Court
Member Records & Compliance
Other General Fund Programs

Restricted Funds









Client Security Fund
Elimination of Bias and Bar Relations Fund
Equal Access Fund
Justice Gap Fund
Lawyer’s Assistance Fund
Legislative Activities Fund
Legal Services Trust Fund
Legal Specialization Fund
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Special Revenue Funds





Admissions Fund
Annual Meeting Fund
Grants Fund
Sections Fund

Breaking-out major cost areas within the General Fund is solely for the purpose of
establishing indirect cost rates for special cost recovery purposes, such as setting
disciplinary proceedings fees. After further review by State Bar staff, this may not be
needed and setting indirect cost rates at the General Fund level may be sufficient.
However, even if indirect costs are allocated to major program areas within the General
Fund, I do not recommend actually posting indirect cost allocations to them within the
General Fund, since the total allocated to the General Fund remains the same.
On the other hand, reimbursements from the other funds for indirect costs initially
accounted for in the General Fund should be posted as expenditures in the other funds,
and recorded as a reduction to expenditures in the General Fund. Examples of how to
record and display these reimbursements are available upon request.
 One-Step versus Sequential Allocation Process. In performing the indirect cost
allocations, the current “one-step” process only allocates indirect costs to direct cost
programs rather than using a more complex sequential allocation system. As discussed
above, there are some conceptual difficulties with this approach. However, the difference
in the end result is insignificant, but the cost of preparation, review and audit is
significantly reduced.
For example, the cost of the Finance program is allocated solely to direct cost programs
based on their operating costs. However, as the Finance program also benefits other
indirect cost programs such as the Executive Director’s office, General Counsel and
Human Resources (they all receive paychecks), the cost allocations could appear to be
distorted since no allocations are made to them.
Under a more sophisticated sequential system, the cost of the Finance program would be
allocated to the other indirect costs programs (as well as the direct cost ones) and iterative
allocations then made to direct cost programs until all indirect costs are distributed.
However, this process is extremely time consuming (and places far more reliance on the
underlying significance of the allocation bases than may be appropriate) and results in the
same basic cost allocations as the simpler method since all indirect costs are allocated in
the final product.
The 2001 Deloitte report recommends the more complex, sequential approach. Table 7
below is an example from the report illustrating the sequential model.
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Table 7. Sample Sequential Allocation Process: 2001 Deloitte Report

Even for someone familiar with cost allocation models, this can be difficult to follow –
and this example is based on just three indirect cost programs and four direct cost
program areas (and without showing the allocation calculations). For the State Bar, this
becomes even more difficult to display and understand when there are likely to be ten
indirect cost programs and sixteen direct cost programs.
Recommendation. The State Bar should continue with the simpler, “one-step” approach.
It is a more transparent methodology and easier to prepare; and as discussed previously,
the Cost Allocation Plan goal is a reasonable allocation of costs, not a “perfect” one. That
said, a possible refinement is to allocate the costs of space used by direct programs based
on assigned space; and the cost of space used by indirect cost programs based on
operating costs. (An example of this is provided in Appendix B).
 Timing: Monthly Preparation and Posting Unusual. The State Bar prepares and
posts indirect allocations monthly. This is unusual. Most public agencies prepare an
annual cost allocation plan as a freestanding policy document based on the adopted
budget. This serves three purposes:




Treats the allocation of resources as a policy matter.
Provides transparency in how allocations are determined.
Improves predictability.

Where significant variances between budget and actual are likely, this can be accounted
for via annual true-ups that are reflected in the following year’s cost allocation plan.
(“True-up” examples are available upon request.)
Recommendation. Annual preparation and true-up is the recommended approach in the
2001 Deloitte report. Consistent with industry practice, the State Bar should return to
annual preparation of the Cost Allocation Plan; and it should be published as a separate
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COST ALLOCATION PLAN REVIEW
policy document that describes its purpose, methodology, key assumptions any
significant changes in methodology from the prior year and results at a summary and
detailed level. Along with reducing preparation efforts and improving transparency and
predictability, it will also strengthen the Cost Allocation Plan as a policy document
(which is discussed next).
 Technical Versus Policy Document. The current Cost Allocation Plan is a large
spreadsheet that requires 11x17 paper to print-out (in very small print: see Table 8
below); has no narrative regarding assumptions; and has deeply imbedded formulas that
make following the allocations difficult.
Table 8. Current Cost Allocation Plan Model (Page 1 of 2)

While this works as a technical document that only has to be understandable to the staff
preparers (and even then, this can be a difficult spreadsheet to follow in ensuring that all
calculations are made correctly), it does not work well as a policy document. The Cost
Allocation Plan makes significant resource allocations whose purpose and methodology
should be clear and understandable to governing bodies, senior managers, program
managers and others affected by the allocations (“stakeholders”) as well as Finance staff.
Recommendation. The Cost Allocation Plan should be prepared as a separate policy
document that describes its purpose, methodology, key assumptions, any significant
changes in methodology from the prior year and results at a summary and detailed level.
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COST ALLOCATION PLAN REVIEW
Appendix B provides examples of a Cost Allocation Plan as a policy document that
reflects these features:


Introduction describing the Plan’s purpose, methodology, key assumptions and any
significant changes in methodology from the prior year (Appendix B.1).



Summary of direct and indirect costs (Appendix B.2)



Summary of excluded costs and reconciliation to the Budget (Appendix B.3)



Indirect cost allocation bases (Appendix B.4)



Indirect cost summary by fund type (Appendix B.5)



Indirect cost summary by fund (Appendix B.6: totals roll-up to Appendix B.5)



Individual indirect cost allocations (Appendix B.7: totals roll-up to Appendix B.6)
-

General administration costs allocated based on operating costs (Appendix B.7a)
Human resources costs allocated based on FTE’s (Appendix B.7b)
Utilities allocated based on assigned space and operating costs (Appendix B.7c)



Fund indirect cost allocations: budget versus actual (Appendix B.8).



Allocation base data (sample): Full-Time Equivalent Employees (Appendix B.9).



Labor rates for billing and cost recovery purposes including salary, benefits and
indirect costs (Appendix B.10: sample for Police labor rates)

 Capital Projects and Debt Service. As discussed above, cost allocation plans
typically focus on direct and indirect operating costs; and exclude from the direct cost
base capital project and debt service expenditures. Accordingly, decisions regarding
funding capital projects and indirect cost debt service obligations should be made on a
case-by-case basis depending on circumstances at the time when capital projects and debt
service obligations are approved. This has been the State Bar’s past practice.
Capital projects. In the case of major capital projects, such as building and technology
improvements, special fee assessments were put in place that largely funded these
improvements. Where direct supplemental funding is not available, or will not fully fund
project costs, project costs should be allocated on a case-by case basis, taking into
account the circumstances at the time, using a methodology based on benefit similar to
that used in the Cost Allocation Plan.
Debt service. Where debt service is an indirect cost, it should also be allocated based on
benefit. In the current case of debt service related to the Los Angeles facility, there two
equally appropriate approaches:
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Debt service costs could be allocated based on all space used by the State Bar, on the
assumption that the use of space between the San Francisco and Los Angeles offices
is not largely driven by unique program needs that could not be conceptually
accommodated at either location. With this assumption, all programs benefit from the
availability of space, and as such, facility debt service costs could be allocated based
on all assigned space and related total costs.



On the other hand, in the interest of transparency and understandability, it may be
more intuitive to allocate the debt service costs for the Los Angeles facility only to
the programs that are located there. This is the State Bar’s current approach.

Recommendation. No changes are recommended to the current case-by-case approach.
However, in the case of capital projects, the basis for allocating project costs between
funds should be clearly articulated when the Board approves the project budget (or makes
subsequent amendments to it). Similarly, in the case of debt service for facilities, either
of the options discussed above can be appropriate. However, the assumption and its basis
should be clearly stated. Preparing the Cost Allocation Plan on an annual basis as a
freestanding policy document (as recommended above) will provide the opportunity to do
so.
 Plan Approval. As a “technical document” that closely follows the 2001 Deloitte

report recommendations (albeit with modifications since then), the Cost Allocation Plan
is currently approved and implemented by Finance staff. However, as noted above, the
Cost Allocation Plan allocates significant resources between funds. As such, either
implicitly or explicitly, it is a major policy document, similar to the Budget, which are
typically approved by the Board.
Recommendation. Assuming it is prepared annually as a freestanding policy document,
the Cost Allocation Plan should be formally approved by the Board. (If the Cost
Application Plan is prepared concurrently with the Budget, formal Board approval of the
Plan may not be required if the budgeted allocations are based on the Plan. However, in
this case the Plan should be provided to the Board for its review).
 Cost Recovery Policy. While the Cost Allocation Plan identifies total program costs,
setting rates and fees at levels that fully recover these costs is a policy decision (although
there may be statutory requirements for full indirect cost recovery or limits on full cost
recovery).
Recommendation. Full cost recovery where possible may be an implicit understanding
(and as noted above, there may be statutory provisions regarding indirect cost recovery).
However, in accordance with “best practices” (and following a review for possible
statutory limitations), the Board should formally adopt a cost recovery policy that sets
forth programs where it expects full cost recovery; and for any programs where full cost
recovery is not expected, the reason for this and the cost recovery goal.
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FISCAL IMPACT ON INDIRECT COST ALLOCATIONS
Without actually performing the calculations and updating the model, it is not possible to
fully assess the fiscal impact of implementing the recommended changes. That said,
most the proposed changes are modest and as such should have modest impacts.
However, there are two areas where there are likely to be reductions and increases in
allocated indirect costs in the restricted and special revenue funds:


Identifying all Communications costs as direct costs will reduce indirect cost
allocations. Since only 7% of Communications costs are currently being allocated as
indirect costs, this impact should be modest.



Allocating all indirect costs (and not just portions of Executive Director, Board,
Appointment and Elections costs) will increase indirect cost allocations. This impact
is likely to be significant.

“FAIRNESS” OF CURRENT ALLOCATIONS AND PROPOSED CHANGES
Are the current allocations and proposed changes “fair?”
As some pundit once noted: fairness is in the eye of the beholder. In the case of cost
allocations, fairness can best be determined by the key technical and policy criteria
discussed above:


Are the allocations logical, consistent and reasonable (albeit not perfect)?



Are the allocation assumptions and calculations clear, transparent and
understandable?

If the answer to these questions is “yes,” the resulting allocations most likely will be
“fair,” recognizing that regardless of methodology, allocating indirect costs is a “zero
sum game.” At the end of the day, all indirect costs have to be allocated to direct cost
programs. Accordingly, a basis of allocation that lowers indirect costs for one program
will result in higher costs for another (and thus why “fairness” in the context of cost
allocation plan is likely to be in the eye of the stakeholder).
That said, there are three “acid tests” for fairness based on the overall indirect cost rate:
Is the overall indirect cost rate significantly higher than 35%?
All organizations account for direct and indirect costs differently, and as such, there can
be significant variances in overall indirect cost ratios. However, if this ratio is
significantly higher than 35%, there should clear, compelling and reasonable basis for
this. In the State Bar’s case, the overall ratio of indirect to direct costs for 2014 was
28.0%, based on allocated indirect costs of $21.6 million and direct costs of $77.1
million.
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How does the overall indirect cost rate change over time?
If it changes significantly, there should be a clear, compelling and reasonable basis for
this. For example:


The 2001 Deloitte
report shows an
overall indirect
cost rate for 2002
of 29.3% (Table 9)
based on direct
program costs of
$58.3 million and
indirect costs of
$17.1 million.

Table 9. 2001 Deloitte Report Indirect Cost Allocations

ndi



This compares
favorably with the
2014 ratio of
28.0% for 2014.



It also compares
favorably with the
with the very “high
level” sample
estimate for 2016
presented earlier in
Table 1 of 33.9%, which is based on allocating all indirect costs and doesn’t make
adjustments for excluded costs.

How do major program indirect cost rates compare with the overall indirect cost rate?
There should be variances, since indirect costs are allocated to each major cost area under
separate allocation bases. That said, where there are significant variances, again there
should be a clear, compelling and reasonable basis for this.
For example, the Sections have expressed concern in the past that the indirect cost
allocations to them are “too high.” To place this in context, indirect cost allocations to
the Sections Fund in 2014 were $1.365 million compared with direct costs of $6.739
million. The resulting indirect cost rate of 20.2% compares very favorably with the
organization-wide cost rate of 28.0%.
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CONCLUSION
The State Bar’s current Cost Allocation Plan is technically sound and largely follows the
methodology set forth in the 2001 Deloitte report. However, there are recommended
changes that will reduce preparation efforts while improving transparency and
understandability. In many cases, this is done by following Albert Einstein’s advice:
“Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler. Any idiot can make things more
complicated.”

.....................
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Appendix A: 2001 Deloitte Report


Board and Committee Agenda Report



Deloitte & Touche Report

Appendix B: Examples of Cost Allocation Plan as Policy Document


Introduction describing the Plan’s purpose, methodology, key assumptions and any
significant changes in methodology from the prior year (Appendix B.1).



Summary of direct and indirect costs (Appendix B.2)



Summary of excluded costs and reconciliation to the Budget (Appendix B.3)



Indirect cost allocation bases (Appendix B.4)



Indirect cost summary by fund type (Appendix B.5)



Indirect cost summary by fund (Appendix B.6)



Individual indirect cost allocations (Appendix B.7)
-

General administration costs allocated based on operating costs (Appendix B.7a)
Human resources costs allocated based on FTE’s (Appendix B.7b)
Utilities allocated based on assigned space and operating costs (Appendix B.7c)



Fund indirect cost allocations: budget versus actual (Appendix B.8).



Allocation base data (sample): Full-Time Equivalent Employees (Appendix B.9).



Labor rates for billing and cost recovery purposes including salary, benefits and
indirect costs (Appendix B.10: sample for Police labor rates)
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January

TO:

Members, Board Planning, Program Development and Budget Committee
Members, Board of Governors

FROM:

David Jensen, Manager of Budget and Planning

SUBJECT:

Update to Indirect Cost Allocation Methodology

Executive Summary
In 1999, the State Bar engaged the consulting

firm

of Deloitte and Touche, LLP, to

study and recommend an appropriate methodology for allocating Administration and
Support costs to the various State Bar program areas. The consultants recommended
a step-down methodology originally developed by the federal government to allow
state and local governments to recover the costs of administering federal grants
without placing an undue burden on the grant recipient to track all related
administrative costs.
California.

This is also the same methodology

used by the State of

In August of 1999, the Board of Governors adopted the step-down

methodology recommended by De/oitte and Touche and the utilization of their model
to calculate allocations.

Subsequently the State Bar has incurred organizational

changes that needed to be incorporated into the model. Following the adoption of the
2002 State Bar Budget, Deloitte and Touche reviewed the methodology as applied to
the State Bar and updated the model accordingly. As the methodology remains the
same, the Board needs to take no action. The model results for 2002 are presented
for the Board's information.

When the Board of Governors adopted the

2002 State Bar budget in October 2001, they also

adopted some changes in the State Bar organizational structure. The most notable of these
changes are the creation of the Attorney Diversion and Assistance Fund and the transfer of
Certification activities from the General Fund to the newly created Certification Fund. These
organizational changes necessitated an update to the State Bar's Indirect Cost Allocation
Model as the new programs needed to be assessed their share of
Support costs (i.e., indirect costs) for

Administration and

2002.

The State Bar engaged the consulting firm of Deloitte and Touche, LLP, to review the State
Bar's organizational structure and update the model for

2002.

Attached is the Draft Final

Report reflecting the Revised Indirect Cost Allocation Methodology for
Deloitte and Touche, November

2001.

2002 as

prepared by

The model results are presented on page 3 of this

report.
The report is being presented as an information item to the Board Committee on Planning,
Development and Budget.
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·

Executive Summary

Background
The State Bar of California engaged Deloitte & Touche to update the Indirect Cost Allocation Plan originally developed in
1999. This update involved interviews with administrative management personnel, document reviews and presentations to

the Council of Section Chairs and the Executive Committee of the Conference of Delegates at the 2001

Annual Meeting.

Goal and Assumptions
The goal of an Administrative Cost Allocation Plan is a system that is:
Fair (based on usage)
Simple (easy to understand)
Predictable (consistent over time)
To meet this goal requires a balance between the three.
Assumptions of the plan include:

·

Allocation of 100% of administrative costs
Allocation of costs to major areas, not cost centers
Allotment for annual adjustments to reflect actual patterns
Updates with the FY2002 budget
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Executive Summary (Continued)

Methodology Description
The methodology used in the model was originally developed by the federal government to allow state and local
governments to recover the costs of administering federal grants without placing an undue burden on the grant recipient to
track all administrative related costs. This same process is used by the State of California.
The plan identifies twelve (12) Administrative Cost Pools and defines the method of allocation for each of these pools.
There were a total of nineteen (19) Program Areas defined. The actual allocation process is a "step-down, process where
the first Administrative Cost Pool is allocated to the other Administrative Cost Pools and the Program Areas. The second
Administrative Cost Pool's direct costs plus the amount allocated from the first pool are then allocated to the remaining
Administrative and Program Areas. This continues until all Administrative Cost Pools are allocated. Section V discusses
the Administrative Cost Pools and allocation methods, while Appendix A provides a list of all Administrative Cost Pools
and Program Areas.
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Executive Summary (Continued)
Summary of Administrative Cost Allocations

Model Results

Fiscal Year 2002
Total
Costs

Ald
locate
as Percent

($000)

($000)

($000)

of Direct

$31,986
747

$9,354

$41,340

22.6%

202

21.3%

1,322

2,276

949
3,598

1,240

290

1,530

19.0%

Costs

this methodology to the FY2002 State Bar

Program Area

proposed budget. This table shows the
direct and indirect costs for each of the
Program Areas. The details of these

Allocated

Direct

The table shows the impact of applying

DiscipUne
Administration of Justice
Governance

calculations are shown in Appendix B.

Legal Services Access
Admin. of the Profession
Communicaitons
Admissions
CUent Security Fund
Legal Services Trust
Equal Access Fund
Certifications Fund
Legal SpeciaUzation
Sections
Annual Meeting
Conference of Delegates
Legislatiw Activities
Elimination of Bias
Attorney Diversion
Legal Education
Program Area Total
Exempt Costs
Total Budget

Note: Totals may not sum do to rounding
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Costs

63.3%

682

281

963

29.2%

2,517

327

2,844

11.5%

8,702

2,002

10,705

18.7%

962

515

1,477

34.8%
20.1%

827

208

1,035

330

10

340

3.0%

1,341

317

1,659

19.1%

1,178

198

1,376

14.4%

3,544

549

4,093

13.4%

555

84

639

13.1%

118

14

132

10.5%

603

124

727

17.0%

385

74

459

16.1%

750

65

815

7.9%

586

196

782

25.1%

$58,375

$17,087

$75,462

22.6%

1,943

22,631

24,574

$60,318

$39,718

$100,036

·
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I · Executive Summary (Continued)
Changes from the Prior Year
There were a number of changes from the initial (FY2000) plan based on the current understanding of the fee bill and the
current organization of the Bar. For 2002, there are new Administrative Cost Pools for this plan:
Board of Governors
Appointments
Membership Billing
Communications
There are also new Program Areas that receive costs, based on the current organization. All Administrative Cost Pools and
Program Areas are listed in Appendix A.

Support by State Bar Staff
This update for 2002 could not have been completed without the support of the staff of the Finance Department and the
General Counsel. Also, members of the Council of Section Chairs and the Executive Committee of the Conference of
Delegates provided relevant comments.
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Background and Process

Background
The State Bar of California (State Bar) is funded through a number of sources, including the membership
fee bill, voluntary fees and charges. The Cost Allocation Plan was developed in 1999 prior to the
reinstatement of the fee bill. The fee bill, and reorganization within the State Bar in response to
legitimate legislative concerns, requires that the Allocation Plan be updated for 2002.

Process
The update of the Cost Allocation Plan was focused internally. The project team met with
representatives from the FinanceDepartment and the General CourBel's Office to review the changes in
the State Bar organization and interpretations of the fee bill requirements since the 1999 study. A
presentation was also made to the Council of Section Chairs and the Executive Committee of the
Conference ofDelegates at the 2001 Annual Meeting.
The updated cost allocation model uses FY2002 budget and allocation metrics provided by staff. This is
a spreadsheet based model used by the Manager of Budget and Planning to recalculate the cost
allocations for FY2002 and will be used to update the plan on an annual basis.
The following sections of this document discuss the model assumptions, the cost allocation methodology,
individual Administrative Cost Pools, the proposed allocation method for each cost pool, and the results
and future implementation issues.
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•

Goal
The original focus groups agreed that the goal of a Cost Allocation Plan is a system that is:
Fair (based on usage)
Simple (easy to understand)
Predictable (consistent over time)
The goal that the plan be "fair", "simple" and "predictable" requires balancing. A plan that is completely "fair" would be
based totally on usage, would require the tracking of numerous measures not currently captured by State Bar staff and
would entail a detailed time tracking system. A plan that is completely "simple" would ignore real differences in usage of
the different administrative services. A plan that is "predictable" would allow Program Areas to plan for cost allocation
charges and not be surprised because of unforeseen circumstances, but would not reflect changes immediately, but rather
over a period of time these changes would be captured.

Assumptions
There are three key assumptions that a Cost Allocation Plan must include to meet the overall goal:
100% of administrative costs will be allocated

Allocations will be to major areas, not each cost center
Allocations will be adjusted annually
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The Indirect Cost Allocation Methodology is designed to meet the goals and asswnptions discussed above. The
methodology also makes two additional assumptions, (1) that the State Bar will continue to pass through costs directly to
users through billings for such quantifiable items as postage, printing, copying, telephone, etc; and (2) that no additional
staff will be needed to maintain the cost allocation system.
The methodology used in the model was originally developed by the federal government to allow state and local
governments to recover the costs of administering federal grants without placing an undue burden on the grant recipient to
track all administrative related costs. This same process is used by the State of California.
The methodology requires that all costs be categorized into two areas: (1) administrative costs and (2) Program Areas.
Certain administrative costs may be excluded from the allocation where these costs are directly passed through to the actual
users (e.g. postage fees) or used to offset overall costs (e.g. non-Bar tenant rentals).
The remaining administrative costs are then grouped into Administrative Cost Pools. These groupings are driven in part by
the management and organization structure and a common method of allocating costs. For the State Bar, there are a total of
twelve Administrative Cost Pools. (See Section V for descriptions.)
The Program Areas are also determined in part by the management and organization structure. For the State Bar, a total of
nineteen (19) Program Areas were defined. These Program Areas are logical combinations of cost centers, e.g. all l6
Sections are grouped into the Sections Fund Program Area. (See Appendix A).
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The methodology used in this model is called a "step-down" allocation. The costs associated with the first Administrative
Cost Pool are allocated to all other areas, both the remaining Administrative Cost Pools and Program Areas in proportion to
an agreed upon quantifiable category, such as number of Full Time Equivalents (FTEs). The costs of the next
Administrative Cost Pool (which now includes the amount allocated from the first pool) are then allocated to all remaining
Administrative Cost Pools and Program Areas. At the end of the allocation process, all Administrative Cost Pools will be
allocated and sum to zero, and the total cost of the State Bar will be reflected

in the various Program Areas.

An example of a

step-down allocation model is shown below. Note that the Administrative Cost Pools (columns three through five) sum to
zero and these costs are added to the Program Areas (columns six through nine).
Example of a Step-Down Allocation Model
1

2

Anocation
Method
--

3

6

7

8

9

10

4

5

$500

$250

$1.000

$250

$2,000

$1,000

(5,000)

6,000
(6,500)

525

525

550

3,300

1,600

6,000
(6,000)

1,750

1,225

1,950

850

5,000
(5,000)

AdmmlstratiVe cost Pools
Area1
Area2
Area3
----

Program Areas
IAllocation
Totals
Program1 Program2 Program3 Program4
--

Administrative C..ost Pools
Area1
FTEs

$5,000
(5,000)

Area2
Square Feet

$5,000

5,000
(5,n5)

Area3
Hours

Program Areas

ProgramArea1

5,000

ProgramArea2
ProgramArea3
ProgramArea 4

Total Budget

20,000

5,000
4,000
10,000
20,000

$23,450

$39,000

4,000
10,000

$0
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IV· Methodology Description {Continued)
For this model, the estimated budget for FY2002 was used. The allocation factors are based on either the estimated budget
or metrics gathered explicitly for this model. Some of these estimates will remain constant over time (e.g. space usage)
while others will change (e.g. FTEs) on an annual basis.
To ensure that costs are predictable for the year, the allocations will be set at the beginning of the fiscal year. The actual
numbers at the end of the year will vary and the model will adjust for these changes in subsequent years. For example, the
plan adopted for FY2001 was used for FY2001. For FY 2002, the budget for FY2002 will be used and the plan allocations
adopted. In FY2003, the actual information for FY2001 will be used to recalculate the amounts which should have been
allocated to programs in FY2001. The FY2004 allocations will then be adjusted by these amounts. Thus, over time each
area will pay its fair share, while having a known allocation at the start of the year.
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The definition of Administrative Cost Pools and method of allocating each of these cost centers is the key component of the
cost allocation model. A total of twelve (12) distinct cost pools have been identified as Administrative Cost Pools. Each of
these will be discussed in tum.

Executive Director
The Executive Director Cost Pool includes half of the Office of the Executive Director. Considering only a portion of the
Executive Director as an Administrative Cost Pool is consistent with the federal and state guidelines for Cost Allocation
Plans. The costs for the Executive Director will be allocated based on the Executive Director's time records.

General Counsel
The Office of General Counsel provides legal services to staff and programs of the State Bar and represents the State Bar in
any court of law. The costs of the General Counsel will be allocated to programs based on the time records of the
attorneys.

Board of Governors
This is a new Administrative Cost Pool. The Board of Governors is included as both an Administrative Cost Pool and as a
program. Under federal guidelines, the Board of Governors would not be considered an allocable Administrative Cost
Pool, but under state guidelines it is. There is also a belief that the existing state legislation requires some of the Board of
Governor's expenses be allocated to the Program Areas funded by voluntary contributions. (Voluntary contributions
support the Elimination of Bias Fund, the Conference of Delegates Fund, the Legislative Activities Fund and the Sections
Fund.) Twenty·five percent of the Board of Governors will be allocated based on the net budget.
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Administrative Cost Pools (continued)

Appointments
This is also a new Administrative Cost Pool. The Appointments function provides assistance to all the volunteer
organizations by recommending personnel for the various boards and committees. This area will be allocated based on the
number of appointments in the prior year.

Communications
This is also a new Administrative Cost Pool. The Communications function includes some services that support various
program activities, specifically the management of the State Bar Web page on the Internet. The relevant portion of
Communications will be allocated based on time records.

Administration and Support Management
The management of Administration and Support and the Financial Planning and Analysis staff provide management to the
various areas within Administration and Support. These costs are allocated to the other Administration and Support
functions based on the FTEs within each area.

Finance
The Finance Department maintains the fmancial records, manages cash and investments, and manages the payroll
processing. Payroll processing costs will be excluded from Finance and allocated with the Human Resources cost pool.
The Finance activities are best measured by the number of financial transactions, however this information is not currently
available from the data processing system. Until this transaction information is available, the Finance Department costs
will be allocated based on the adjusted budget for each area. (Note, adjusted budget is the total budget less specific large
dollar items that have minimal financial transactions, e.g. the cost of scoring the multistate bar exam.)
Rni8ed lrtdiract Cost Allocation Methodology Draft Final Report
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Administrative Cost Pools (continued}

Membership Billing
This is the final new Administrative Cost Center. Membership billing collects the dues and voluntary fees from all
attorneys who wish to practice within the State of California. Allocation of membership billing will be based on the
revenues collected.

Property Related Services
There are a number of services provided to programs and administrative areas that are related to the facilities. These
include the costs of space, reception, switchboard and security in both San Francisco and Los Angeles. There are some
additional functions included in Support Services, Administrative Services and Staff and Building Services cost centers.
These other costs include purchasing, mailroom and printing services. The mailroom currently charges each user for
outgoing mail and the print shop charges for printing and copier services. These costs will continue to be charged directly
and are included in the individual program or administrative budgets. The remaining costs within the Property Related
Services cost pool will be allocated based on the square footage occupied by each area.

Library

.

The law libraries in both San Francisco and Los Angeles are the next Administrative Cost Pool. The primary users of these
libraries are judges, attorneys and paralegals. Thus, the law library costs will be allocated based on the number of judges,
attorneys, and paralegals in each area.

Rr�is«d Indirect Cost Allocation M«thodology Draft Final Report
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V Administrative Cost Pools (Continued)
•

Human Resources
This cost center is responsible for all personnel related activities of the State Bar, including recruiting, promotions, benefits
management, COBRA and training. Services are provided in both San Francisco and Los Angeles. As noted above, the
costs of the payroll function of Finance will be included within the Human Resources cost pool. These costs will be
allocated based on the number of FTEs in each area.

Information Technology
Information Technology provides various services to users, including programming, application support, personal computer
support and telecommunications. Telecommunications charges are currently directly billed to the users, both the cost of the
telephone and long distance charges. The major cost component within Information Technology is the maintenance of the
computing capacity at the user workstation, the PC. The remaining costs (after telecommunications is removed) for
Information Technology will be allocated based on FTEs, a proxy for PC use.

Rnued 11tliirect Cost AIIOCtJtlt»t MetlrodoiOID' Draft FiMI Report
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VI · Model Results
Summary of Administrative Cost Allocations

The State Bar's estimated FY2002

Fiscal Year 2002

Budget is $100,036,277.* Of these costs,
a total of$24,574,294 is exempted from
the allocation calculations for various
Program Area

reasons. A total of $17,087,142 are
designated as part of the Administrative
Cost Pools, leaving $58,374,841 as
Program Area costs. Administrative
Costs add 22.6% to the total direct costs
of the Program Areas.
The following table shows the direct,
allocated and total costs for each of the
Program Areas. The details of the
allocation are shown in the model,

Appendix B.

Discipline
Administration of Justice
Governance
Legal Services Access
Admin. of the Profession
Communicaitons
Admissions
Client Security Fund
Legal Services Trust
Equal Access Fund
Certifications Fund
Legal Speciafization
Sections
Annual Meeting
Conference of Delegates
legislative Activities
Elimination of Bias
Attorney Diversion
Legal Education
Program Area Total
E)(Bmpt Costs
Total Budget
Note: Totals may not sum do to rounding

•

Source: State Bar draft 2002 budget. Total may not sum due to rounding.
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Direct

Allocated

Total

Allocated

Costs

Costs

Costs

as Percent

,. ($000) ,. ($000) ,. ($000)
$31,986
747
1,322
1,240
682
2,517
8,702
962
827
330
1,341
1,178
3,544
555
118
603
385
750
586
$58,375
1,943
$60,318

$9,354
$41,340
202
949
2,276
3,598
1,530
290
281
963
327
2,844
10,705
2,002
1,477
515
208
1,035
340
10
317
1,659
198
1,376
549
4,093
639
84
132
14
727
124
74
459
815
65
782
196
$17,087
$75,462
22,631
24,574
$39,718 $100,036

of Direct

22.6%
21.3%
63.3%
19.0%
29.2%
11.5%
18.7%
34.8%
20.1%
3.0%
19.1%
14.4%
13.4%
13.1%
10.5%
17.0%
16.1%
7.9%
25.1%
22.6%
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VII

•

Implementation Issues

There are a few issues which the State Bar should address over time that will have an impact on the allocation model.

Direct Charges
Costs for which direct "clients, can be identified should be directly charged rather than allocated. This would include, for
example, costs of client-requested computer programming hours or outside counsel. This has been done at times in the
past, but not on a consistent basis.
Currently, there

are

some costs that are directly charged. However, some costs, such as the cost per telephone line, have

not been calculated for some time and the charge may not reflect the current costs. All direct costs should be reviewed and,
if necessary, recalculated on a periodic basis (every two to three years).
To direct bill additional areas beyond the ones described in this report would require staff to collect additional information
and might result in an increase in administrative costs.

Exemptions
There are certain costs that have been removed from the Administrative Cost Pools prior to allocation. These are the costs
of outside counsel in General Counsel and the revenue from non-Bar tenants in the Property Related Services. Periodically,
the State Bar should revisit the idea of exemptions to ensure that these are still valid.

Revised lrulirect C01t Allocation Methodology Dt-aft Firuzl Report
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Appendix A Cost Pools and Program Areas
·

Program Areas

Administrative Cost Pools

•

Discipline

General Counsel

•

Administration of Justice

•

Board of Governors

•

Governance

•

Appointments

•

Legal Services Access

•

Communications

•

Administration of the Profession

•

Administration and Support Management

•

Communications

•

Finance

•

Admissions

•

Membership Billing

•

Client Security Fund

•

Property Related Services

•

Legal Services Trust Fund

•

Library

•

Equal Access Fund

•

Human Resources and Payroll

•

Certifications Fund

•

Information Technology

•

Legal Specialization Fund

•

Sections Fund

•

Annual Meeting Fund

•

Conference of Delegates

•

Legislative Activities

•

Elimination of Bias Fund

•

Attorney Diversion and Assistance

•

Legal Education

•

Executive Director

•

Rnued Indirect Cost .Allocation Methodology Draft Final Report
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•

Model Spreadsheet

Spreadsheet submitted electronically.
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Appendix B.1
INTRODUCTION
allocation plans: to identify indirect costs and to allocate them to benefiting
direct cost programs in a logical, consistent and reasonable manner.

OVERVIEW
Purpose of the Cost Allocation Plan

Plan Goal: Reasonable Allocation of Costs

The purpose of the City’s Cost Allocation Plan is to identify the total costs of
providing specific City services. Why is a separate cost accounting analysis
required to do this? Because in almost all organizations—whether in the
private or the public sector—the cost of producing goods or delivering
services can be classified into two basic categories: direct and indirect costs.

It is important to stress that the goal of the Cost Allocation Plan is a
reasonable allocation of indirect costs, not a “perfect” one. By their very
nature, indirect costs are difficult to link with direct costs. As such, in
developing an allocation approach, it is important to keep this goal in mind
balancing the cost and of effort of complicated allocation methods with the
likely benefits from the end results.

“Direct costs” by their nature are usually easy to identify and relate to a
specific service. However, this is not the case for “indirect costs.” As such,
if we want to know the “total cost” of providing a specific service, then we
need to develop an approach—a plan—for reasonably allocating indirect
costs to direct cost programs.

Determining Direct and Indirect Costs
The first step in preparing the City's Cost Allocation Plan is determining
direct and indirect costs. Program costs that primarily provide service to the
public are identified as direct costs, whereas the cost of programs that
primarily provide services to the organization are identified as indirect costs.

What Are Direct and Indirect Costs? Direct costs are those that can be
specifically identified with a particular cost objective, such as street
maintenance, police protection and water service. Indirect costs are not
readily identifiable with a direct operating program, but rather, are incurred
for a joint purpose that benefits more than one cost objective.

Additionally, use allowance costs for facilities and equipment have also been
developed. In accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, only
operating costs are considered in preparing the Cost Allocation Plan. As
such, capital outlay, debt service, interfund transfers and “pass-through”
costs are excluded from the calculations.

Common examples of indirect costs include accounting, purchasing, legal
services, personnel administration, insurance and building maintenance.
Although indirect costs are generally not readily identifiable with direct cost
programs, their cost should be included if we want to know the total cost of
delivering specific services.

ALLOCATING INDIRECT COSTS
For general purposes, the City-wide indirect cost rate can be used as the basis
for allocating indirect costs. The indirect cost rate is simply the ratio between
indirect and direct costs, which can be easily computed for the City as a
whole once the direct and indirect cost base has been determined.

Budgeting and Accounting for Indirect Costs. Theoretically, all indirect
costs could be directly charged to specific cost objectives; however, practical
difficulties generally preclude such an approach for organizational and
accounting reasons. As such, almost all organizations separately budget and
account for direct and indirect costs at some level depending on their
financial reporting needs and the complexity of their operations.

Citywide Indirect Cost Rate
Provided in Table 1 (page 4) is a summary of direct and indirect costs for the
City of Greenfield based on the approved 2015-16 Budget along with the
resulting citywide indirect cost rate. By applying the overall indirect cost
rate to any specific direct cost program, the total cost of the program can be
determined. For example, with an overall indirect cost rate of 28.1%, the
total cost for a direct program of $100,000 in Greenfield would be $128,100

Distributing Indirect Costs. However, in order to determine the total cost of
delivering specific services, some methodology for determining and
distributing indirect costs must be developed, and that is the purpose of cost
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with this approach. (Table 2 on page 5 reconciles direct and indirect costs to
the Budget after adjusting for capital outlay, debt service, interfund transfers
and pass-through costs).

specific indirect cost program on Tables 6.1 through 6.14 (pages 13 to 30).
This leads to a summary of reimbursement transfers to the General Fund in
Table 7 (page 31).

Bases of Allocation

Simple Method of Allocating Costs

This method of cost allocation assumes that all indirect costs are incurred
proportionately to the direct cost of the program. However, this may not be a
reasonable assumption in all cases, as the benefit received from certain types
of support service programs may be more closely related to another indicator
of activity than cost.

In performing the cost allocations, all indirect costs have been allocated only
to direct cost programs rather than using a more complex sequential
allocation system. Although there are some conceptual difficulties with this
approach, the difference in the end result is insignificant, but the cost of
preparation, review and audit is significantly reduced.

For example, if a program service is primarily delivered through contract and
does not have any City staffing directly associated with it, distributing
personnel administration and payroll preparation costs to it may result in an
inequitable allocation of costs. Because of this, the City’s Cost Allocation
Plan establishes separate bases of allocation for each major indirect cost
category. With this approach, indirect costs can be allocated to each direct
cost program in a fair, convenient, and most importantly, consistent manner.
Provided in Table 3 on page 6 is a summary of the primary methods of
allocation used in distributing indirect costs to direct cost programs.

For example, the cost of the City Manager program is allocated solely to
direct cost programs based on their operating budget. However, as the City
Manager program also benefits other indirect cost programs such as City
Attorney and Finance, the cost allocations could appear to be distorted since
no allocations are made to them.
Under a more sophisticated system, the cost of the City Manager program
would be allocated to the other indirect costs programs and iterative
allocations then made to direct cost programs until all indirect costs are
distributed. However, this process is extremely time consuming (and places
far more reliance on the underlying significance of the allocation bases than
may be appropriate) and results in the same basic cost allocations as the
simpler method since all indirect costs are allocated in the final product.
Again, as noted above, the plan’s goal is a reasonable allocation of costs, not
a “perfect” one.

Some of these costs lend themselves to an easily justified, rational approach
of distribution. For example, human resources and payroll costs are related
to the number of employees serviced. Other costs may not be as intuitive;
however, the allocation bases are consistent with generally accepted
accounting principles and recognize the concept that the cost of developing
the information necessary to perform the cost allocations should not exceed
the benefits likely to be gained.

USES OF THE COST ALLOCATION PLAN

Where there is not a clear relationship to an allocation base (like staffing,
assigned space or Council agenda items), allocating costs based on operating
budget is the common industry practice, and as such, this approach is used by
the City.

By identifying total program costs, the Cost Allocation Plan can be used as
an analytical tool in many financial decision-making situations, including:


Indirect Cost Allocations
A summary of the indirect cost allocations is provided in Tables 5.1 through
5.4 (pages 9 through 12), followed by the detailed allocations for each
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Reimbursement Transfers. The Cost Allocation Plan identifies the
costs incurred by the General Fund in providing administrative support
services to the City's other funds such as water and wastewater. For
example, although the City's administrative, legal services, accounting,
human resources and building maintenance programs are budgeted and
accounted for in the General Fund, these programs provide support
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INTRODUCTION
As such, the City’s Cost Allocation Plan is prepared biennially based on the
two-year Budget adopted by the Council. (While the Cost Allocation Plan
itself is updated biennially, labor rates are revised at least annually to stay
current with salary and benefit changes.)

services to other City funds. The Cost Allocation Plan provides a clear
methodology for determining this level of support in for the
reimbursement of these costs. As noted above, recommended
reimbursement transfers based on the Cost Allocation Plan are presented
in Table 7 (page 31) compared with budget estimates.


General Fund User Charges. Similar to ensuring that enterprise fund
revenues fully recover their costs, the Cost Allocation Plan can also be
used in determining appropriate user fees for General Fund services,
such as planning applications, building permits and recreation activities,
in ensuring that the full cost of services are considered in setting rates.



Labor Rates. The City has developed hourly labor rate schedules that
identify the total hourly cost of all regular positions (pages 39 to 44).
Key components of the “full-cost” rate include indirect costs, both
organization-wide (which the Cost Allocation Plan identifies) and for
program administration. Additionally, these hourly rates include paid
and leave benefits.



Contracting-Out for Services. By identifying total costs, the cost
allocation plan can also be helpful in analyzing the costs of contracting
for services versus performing services in-house.



Grant Administration. Under federal cost accounting policies (Circular
A-87), it is permissible to include indirect costs in accounting for grant
programs. By establishing indirect cost rates, the cost allocation plan can
be used in recovering the total costs (direct and indirect) associated with
implementing grant programs.

This approach works well when significant variances are not expected
between budget and actual. However, where large variances are possible,
then at the end of the fiscal year, a “true-up” should be calculated based on
actual costs. Any variances (either over or under the Cost Allocation Plan
amounts) can then be applied to the following year’s Cost Allocation Plan.
After two years, the City will assess whether there were any significant
variances between budget and actual, and move to a “true-up” approach if
that proves to be the case.
SUMMARY
The Cost Allocation Plan makes determining total program costs possible by
establishing a reasonable methodology for identifying and allocating indirect
costs to direct cost programs. Because of this, the Cost Allocation Plan can
be a valuable analytical tool in a number of situations, including establishing
fees designed for full cost recovery, reimbursing support service costs
provided by the General Fund to other funds and special purpose agencies
and recovering indirect costs associated with grant programs.

PLAN PREPARATION
In a true cost accounting system, indirect costs would be computed and
allocated on an ongoing basis throughout the fiscal year based on actual
costs. However, frequent updating in municipal finance would not serve any
specific purpose—such as unit price control in a manufacturing company—
but it would consume significant accounting resources.
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DIRECT AND INDIRECT COST SUMMARY

Table 1

DIRECT COSTS

General Fund
Parks & Recreation
Community Development
Police Services
Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund
Water Utility Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Police Grants
Measure X
Gas Tax Fund
Landscape and Lighting Districts
Street and Drainage Districts
Science Workshop Fund
Other Special Revenue Funds

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

INDIRECT COSTS

City Council
Administration
City Manager
General Administration
Human Resources
City Clerk
City Attorney
Financial Services
General Finance and Accounting
Payroll
Utility Billing
Business Tax & TOT Collections
General Services
Civic Center
Facility Maintenance
Utilities
Communications
Other Civic Center Costs
Property and Liability Insurance
Information Technology
Public Works Support Services
Public Works Administration
Fleet Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment
Facility Use
Fleet Use

249,600
528,200
2,268,000
749,700
721,700
313,100
1,143,000
459,700
505,300
158,500
129,100
399,000

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS

$7,624,900

66,700

211,100
121,400
140,300
100,000
224,600
57,300
243,300
13,100

25,700
39,100
39,000
36,800
135,300
110,400
63,300
103,600
299,500
201,900
2,232,400

OVERALL INDIRECT COST RATE

Indirect Costs Divided by Direct Costs

29.3%

Under generally accepted accounting principles, capital outlay, debt service, interfund transfers, trust and agency funds and pass-through payments are usually excluded in calculating
indirect cost rates; accordingly, only operating costs (less transfers) are considered in the City's cost allocation plan.
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SUMMARY OF EXCLUDED COSTS AND OTHER ADJUSTMENTS

Table 2

RECONCILIATION TO 2015-16 BUDGET
Excluded Costs and Other Reconciling Adjustments
Less Non-Budget Costs
Facility Use
Fleet Use
Plus Excluded Costs
General Fund Reimbursement Transfers
from Sewer Utility Fund
from Water Utility Fund
from Landscape and Lighting Districts
from Street and Drainage Districts
from Gas Tax Fund
Other Transfers
General Fund to:
Civic Center Debt Service Fund
Police NGEN Debt Service
Science Workshop Fund
Parks & Recreation: Equipment Debt Service Fund
Sewer Utility Fund to Equipment Debt Service and CDBG
Water Utility Fund to Equipment Debt Service and CDBG
Capital Outlay
General Fund: Fleet Maintenance
Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund: Public Works
Water Utility Fund: Public Works
Sewer and Water Utility Billing
Special Revenue Funds
Police Grants
Proposition 84 Park Fund
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Fund
Park Impact Fund
Police Impact Fund
Gas Tax Fund
Local Transporation Fund
ATP Grant Fund
Debt Service Funds
Trust Funds: Successor Agency
Pass-Throughs
General Fund Solid Waste Utility Billing
CDBG Housing Rehabilitation
CDBG Ownership Assistance
Home Grant Fund
Total

Cost Allocation Plan
Indirect Costs
Direct Costs
Total

(299,500)
(201,900)

2,232,400
7,624,900
9,857,300

Under generally accepted accounting principles, capital outlay,
debt service, interfund transfers, trust and agency funds and
pass-through payments are typically excluded in calculating indirect
cost rates; accordingly, only operating costs (less transfers, trust
funds and pass-throughs) are considered in the City's Cost
Allocation Plan.

152,800
277,100
40,000
38,000
25,000

This schedule identifies these excluded costs, and along with other
adjustments ("such as non-budgeted" use allowance costs),
reconciles the direct and indirect costs used in the Cost Allocation
Plan with the adopted budget.

200,900
26,200
20,000
16,800
36,800
37,800

Special Note on Successor Agency Exclusion

14,000

While the Successor Agency to the City's Redevelopment Agency
would typically be excluded from the City's cost allocation plan as
a Trust Fund, there are other compelling reasons for doing so:

327,000
388,800
65,000

1. The cost allocation plan is for the City: the Successor Agency is
a separate unit of government, independent from the City. While
the City appoints some members of the governing body, it does not
appoint a majority of them. Along with other responsibilities, the
governing body, via its approval of the Recognized Obligation
Payments Schedule (ROPS), independently plays a critical fiscal
role in determining the amount of revenue availabe to the
Successor Agency.

37,000
2,326,200
1,256,300
390,000
20,000
165,000
1,305,700
622,000
268,100
4,807,600

2. Even if this were not the case, virtually all the Successor Agency's
direct expenditires would be exluded from the Cost Allocation Plan
as they for debt service and capital outlay.

1,427,100
221,600
224,600
4,600,000
18,836,000

2015-16

Total: All Funds
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BASIS OF INDIRECT COST ALLOCATIONS

Table 3

INDIRECT COST PROGRAM

BASIS OF ALLOCATION

City Council
Administration
City Manager
General Administration
Human Resources
City Clerk
City Attorney
Financial Services
General Finance and Accounting
Payroll
Business Tax & TOT Collections
Utility Billing
General Services
Civic Center
Facility Maintenance
Utilities
Communications
Other Civic Center Costs
Property and Liability Insurance
Information Technology
Public Works Support Services
Public Works Administration
Fleet Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment
Facility Use
Fleet Use

Council Agenda Items

Operating Budget
Full-Time Equivalent Staffing
Council Agenda Items
Operating Budget
Operating Budget
Full-Time Equivalent Staffing
General Fund Operating Budget
Water and Sewer Funds

Assigned Space/Operating Budget
Assigned Space/Operating Budget
Assigned Telephones
Operating Budget
Full-Time Equivalent Staffing
Assigned Computers
Assigned Programs Operating Budget
Value of Assigned Vehicles
Assigned Space/Operating Budget
Assigned Vehicles
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SUMMARY OF INDIRECT COST ALLOCATIONS

Table 5.1

INDIRECT COST ALLOCATION SUMMARY
Special
General
Revenue
Enterprise
Fund
Funds
Funds

City Council
Administration
City Manager
General Administration
Human Resources
City Clerk
City Attorney
Financial Services
General Finance and Accounting
Payroll
Utility Billing
Business Tax & TOT Collections
General Services
Civic Center
Facility Maintenance
Utilities
Communications
Other Civic Center Costs
Property and Liability Insurance
Information Technology
Public Works Support Services
Public Works Administration
Fleet Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment
Facility Use
Fleet Use
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS

Total Direct Costs
Total Costs
Indirect Cost Rate

8,600

27,700

66,700

84,300
46,300
64,200
40,000

40,800
25,400
18,000
19,300

86,000
49,700
58,100
40,700

211,100
121,400
140,300
100,000

89,600
21,900
13,100

43,400
12,000
243,300
-

91,600
23,400
-

224,600
57,300
243,300
13,100

19,800
30,400
35,300
14,800
51,800
102,600

2,000
3,100
3,000
7,100
28,300
6,200

3,900
5,600
700
14,900
55,200
1,600

25,700
39,100
39,000
36,800
135,300
110,400

5,300
38,200

31,300
32,600

26,700
32,800

63,300
103,600

232,900
56,500

23,000
99,500

43,600
45,900

299,500
201,900

977,400

646,900

608,100

2,232,400

3,045,800
4,023,200
32.1%
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Total

30,400

1,471,400
$2,118,300
44.0%

3,107,700
$3,715,800
19.6%

7,624,900
$9,857,300
29.3%

Appendix B.6
SUMMARY OF INDIRECT COST ALLOCATIONS

Table 5.3

ENTERPRISE FUNDS
Sewer
Water

City Council
Administration
City Manager
General Administration
Human Resources
City Clerk
City Attorney
Financial Services
General Finance and Accounting
Payroll
Utility Billing
Business Tax & TOT Collections
General Services
Civic Center
Facility Maintenance
Utilities
Communications
Other Civic Center Costs
Property and Liability Insurance
Information Technology
Public Works Support Services
Public Works Administration
Fleet Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment
Facility Use
Fleet Use
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS

Total Direct Costs
Total Costs
Indirect Cost Rate
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Total

1,000

7,600

8,600

20,800
17,000
2,000
9,800

20,000
8,400
16,000
9,500

40,800
25,400
18,000
19,300

22,100
8,000
121,650

21,300
4,000
121,650

43,400
12,000
243,300

1,000
1,600
1,500
3,600
18,900
3,100

1,000
1,500
1,500
3,500
9,400
3,100

2,000
3,100
3,000
7,100
28,300
6,200

15,900
15,100

15,400
17,500

31,300
32,600

11,700
55,400

11,300
44,100

23,000
99,500

330,150

316,750

646,900

749,700
1,079,850
44.0%

721,700
1,038,450
43.9%

1,471,400
2,118,300
44.0%

Appendix B.7a
INDIRECT PROGRAM COST ALLOCATION
Indirect Cost Program
Budget
Base of Allocation

Table 6.2(a)

City Manager: General Administration
$211,100
Operating Budget

Base of
Allocation

Direct Cost Program
General Fund
Parks & Recreation
Community Development
Police Services
Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund
Water Utility Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Police Grants
Measure X
Gas Tax Fund
Landscape and Lighting Districts
Street and Drainage Districts
Science Workshop Fund
Other Special Revenue Funds
Total Direct Cost Programs
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Percent
of Total

Cost
Allocation

249,600
528,200
2,268,000

3.3%
6.9%
29.7%

6,900
14,600
62,800

749,700
721,700

9.8%
9.5%

20,800
20,000

313,100
1,143,000
459,700
505,300
158,500
129,100
399,000

4.1%
15.0%
6.0%
6.6%
2.1%
1.7%
5.2%

8,700
31,600
12,700
14,000
4,400
3,600
11,000

7,624,900

100.0%

$211,100

Appendix B.7b
INDIRECT PROGRAM COST ALLOCATION
Indirect Cost Program
Budget
Base of Allocation

Table 6.2(b)

City Manager: Human Resources
$121,400
Full-Time Equivalent Staffing

Base of
Allocation

Direct Cost Program
General Fund
Parks & Recreation
Community Development
Police Services
Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund
Water Utility Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Police Grants
Measure X
Gas Tax Fund
Landscape and Lighting Districts
Street and Drainage Districts
Science Workshop Fund
Other Special Revenue Funds
Total Direct Cost Programs
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Percent
of Total

Cost
Allocation

0.7
1.4
14.4

1.6%
3.1%
33.5%

2,000
3,800
40,500

6.0
3.0

14.0%
7.0%

17,000
8,400

2.0
10.0
3.1
0.1
0.3
2.0

4.7%
23.3%
7.2%
0.3%
0.7%
4.7%

5,700
28,300
8,700
400
900
5,700

42.9

100.0%

$121,400

Appendix B.7c

INDIRECT PROGRAM COST ALLOCATION

Indirect Cost Program
Budget
Base of Allocation

Direct
$25,100
11,300

Utilities
$39,100
Assigned Space/Operating Budget

Direct Cost Program
General Fund
Parks & Recreation
Community Development
Police Services
Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund
Water Utility Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Police Grants
Measure X
Gas Tax Fund
Landscape and Lighting Districts
Street and Drainage Districts
Science Workshop Fund
Other Special Revenue Funds
Total Direct Cost Programs

Table 6.7

Indirect
$14,000
6,280

Direct Cost Programs
Percent
Cost
Base of
of
Total
Allocation
Allocation
454
10,702
72
72
11,300

4.0%
94.7%

1,000
23,900

0.6%
0.6%

200
200

100.0%

- 23 -

$25,300

Total
$39,100
17,580

Indirect Cost Programs
Percent
Operating
Base of
of
Total
Allocation
Allocation

Total
Cost
Allocation

249,600
528,200
2,268,000
749,700
721,700
313,100
1,143,000
459,700
505,300
158,500
129,100
399,000

3.3%
6.9%
29.7%

500
1,000
4,000

500
2,000
27,900

9.8%
9.5%

1,400
1,300

1,600
1,500

4.1%
15.0%
6.0%
6.6%
2.1%
1.7%
5.2%

600
2,100
800
900
300
200
700

600
2,100
800
900
300
200
700

7,624,900

100.0%

$13,800

$39,100

Appendix B.8
GENERAL FUND REIMBURSEMENT TRANSFERS: BUDGET VERSUS ACTUAL

Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund
Water Utility Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Landscape and Lighting Districts
Street and Drainage Districts
Total

Costs Directly Allocated

Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund
Water Utility Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Landscape and Lighting Districts
Street and Drainage Districts
Total

Utility
Billing

Fleet
Use

Total

98,500
98,500

55,400
44,100

153,900
142,600

$197,000

$99,500

$296,500
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Table 7

2015-16
Budget

Cost
Allocation
Plan

Costs
Directly
Allocated

152,800
277,100

330,150
316,750

153,900
142,600

40,000
38,000

111,600
20,400

23,450
(102,950)
71,600
(17,600)

$507,900

$778,900

$296,500

($25,500)

Variance

Appendix B.9
ALLOCATION BASES: FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT STAFFING

Table 8.2

DIRECT COSTS

General Fund
Parks & Recreation
Community Development
Police Services
Enterprise Funds
Sewer Utility Fund
Water Utility Fund
Special Revenue Funds
Police Grants
Measure X
Gas Tax Fund
Landscape and Lighting Districts
Street and Drainage Districts
Science Workshop Fund
Other Special Revenue Funds

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

INDIRECT COSTS

City Council
Administration
City Manager
General Administration
Human Resources
City Clerk
City Attorney
Financial Services
General Finance and Accounting
Payroll
Utility Billing
Business Tax & TOT Collections
General Services
Civic Center
Facility Maintenance
Utilities
Communications
Other Costs
Property and Liability Insurance
Information Technology
Public Works Support Services
Public Works Administration
Fleet Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment
Facility Use
Fleet Use

0.70
1.35
14.36
6.01
2.99
2.00
10.00
3.09
0.13
0.31
2.00

5.00
2.00

1.00
3.00

0.43
1.00

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS

42.93

12.43

TOTAL
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55.36

Appendix B.10
HOURLY LABOR RATES
Police Officer is 78.9% of salary, for total annual compensation of
$114,718.

OVERVIEW
The following schedules identify hourly labor rates for all regular City
positions based on five key factors:


Annual Salary. Based on the top of the salary range in accordance with
the prevailing practice of California cities and to ensure reasonable cost
recovery.



Benefits. FICA, Medicare, retirement, group insurance, life insurance
and other paid benefits.



Productive Hours. Annual regular hours—generally 2,080 less vacation,
sick leave, holidays and break hours.



Citywide Indirect Costs. Services such as legal services, accounting,
personnel and facility maintenance.



Departmental and Program Administration Costs. Support costs
internal to the operating departments that are not allocated as part of the
Cost Allocation Plan.



Productive Hours. To determine the hourly cost of services, we need to
divide the total annual cost of salaries and benefits by the number of
hours actually worked during the year. This is determined by taking the
annual base of 2,080 hours (52 weeks per year times 40 hours per week)
and reducing it by paid time-off such as vacation, sick and holidays. For
this position, total productive hours annually are 1,788, resulting in an
hourly cost of $64.16 ($114,718 divided by 1,788).

Indirect Costs. Once the direct hourly compensation has been determined,
we need to add the support costs incurred by the organization and the
department. In the case of the Police Department, the Cost Allocation Plan
has identified an organization-wide indirect cost of 33.5% (Table 5.2 on page
10). In addition, we need to identify support costs internal to the department,
such as dispatch, records and department administration. This ratio of
department support costs ($739,600) to direct costs ($3,694,600) is 20.0%.
To avoid “double counting” for the same costs, the departmental indirect cost
rate is only applied to “direct” positions; it is not allocated to “support”
positions.

Each schedule summarizes the specific factors in calculating hourly labor
rates. The following summarizes how these five cost components are used in
arriving at a full-cost hourly labor rate, using a Police Officer position as an
example (page 40 under “Police”).

Total Costs. The full-cost hourly rate is then determined by adjusting the
hourly total compensation cost (in this case, $64.16) by the organizationwide indirect cost rate (33.5%) and the departmental indirect cost rate
(20.0%), for a total hourly cost of $102.81.

Hourly Compensation. The first step is to arrive at an hourly compensation
cost (exclusive of organization-wide and departmental indirect costs) as
follows:

ORGANIZATION



Annual Salary. This is based on the top of the salary range for Police
Officer of $64,140.



Benefits. The benefits costs such as FICA Medicare, CalPERS
retirement, group insurance, life insurance and other paid benefits are
added to the base salary. In this case, the total cost of benefits for a

Positions are organized into the same basic groupings as the Budget and Cost
Allocation Plan:
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Police
Community Development
Community Services
Public Works Maintenance
Wastewater and Water Enterprise Operations
General Government

Appendix B.10

POLICE LABOR RATES
Annual
Salary

Patrol Services
Police Officer
Police Sergeant
Police Admin
Police Chief
Police Commander
Records Supervisor
Police Services Technician

Paid
Benefits Rate

Total
Compensation

Productive
Hours

Hourly
Rate

Hourly
Billing Rate

$64,140
77,304

78.9%
78.9%

$114,718
138,263

1,788.0
1,788.0

$64.16
77.33

33.5%
33.5%

20.0%
20.0%

$102.81
123.92

135,200
110,000
57,624
44,640

35.7%
35.7%
52.1%
52.1%

183,439
149,248
87,632
67,886

1,788.0
1,676.3
1,676.3
1,676.3

102.59
89.04
52.28
40.50

33.5%
33.5%
33.5%
33.5%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

136.98
118.88
69.80
54.07

Paid Benefits and Productive Hours

Program Indirect Cost Rate
Police Administration

Non-Sworn

Sworn

Management
35.7%
7.65%
8.48%
0.28%
11.15%

Other

Office

78.9%
7.65%
13.52%
0.40%
32.59%

52.1%
7.65%
23.89%
0.39%
12.62%

8.11%

10.98%

6.78%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1,788.0
260.0
(15.0)
(7.5)
(14.0)
223.5
1,788.0

5.00%
1.22%
7.50%
1,788.0
260.0
(15.0)
(7.5)
(14.0)
223.5
1,788.0

0.00%
0.75%
0.00%
1,676.3
260.0
(15.0)
(7.5)
(14.0)
223.5
1,788.0
(111.8)

Total Paid Benefits Rate
Fica and Medicare
Health Insurance
Life/LTD Insurance
Retirement
Workers Compensation
POST Incentive
Uniform
Special Assignment Pay
Total Productive Hours
Total Days (2080 hours)
Vacation Leave *
Sick Leave **
Holidays
Productive Days
Productive Hours
Breaks (30 minutes daily)
* Based on five years of service
** Based on 50% use of accrual

Indirect Cost Rate
Citywide
* Program

Dispatch
Program Indirect Costs

Other Police Costs
Police Direct Costs
Program Indirect Cost Rate
* Program indirect costs are not allocated to
support positions.
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524,600
215,000
739,600

3,694,600
$4,434,200
20.0%

